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Please scan the QR codes below to access a range of digital 
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  Autumn 1 Autumn 2 

Overarching topic Beyond Earth World War 2 

Maths Number and place value up to 1,000,000 
Addition and Subtraction 
Multiplication and Division 

Fractions.  

Writing Sci-Fi Narrative - War of 
the Worlds  

Non-Fiction - Newspaper 
Report about the Moon land-

Poetry - Figurative Language  
Narrative - dialogue and action  

Discussion/Debate - should animals have been 
used in war?  

Reading Cosmic Book War Horse & The story of the First World 
War for children.  

Science Physics: Earth and Space  Chemistry: Properties and changes of materials.  

History To understand why Women’s roles played such a key part in WW1 and during 
the space race. 

To be able to use timelines for decades and through a key part of history. 
Looking at the different factors of WW1 and the Peace Treaty.  

Geography To look at the countries involved in WW1 by using an atlas. 
To compare the trench locations during WW1. 

To understand com pass points  

R.E What does it mean to be a 
Muslim in Britian today? 

What does it mean to be a Muslim in Britian 
today? 

Computing Online Safety: Self-image 
and Identity 

Computing Systems and 
Networks  

Online Safety: Understanding the impact of 
technology on our health and well-being. 

Video Editing  

Art Abstract Art: A view from 
above.  

Expression and Emotion  

PSHCE What makes up a person’s 
identity? 

What decisions can people make with Money. 

Music 

Pulse Voice 



English Learning Support 

The best way to support your children at home is by supporting them with their spellings at 

home. Doing them three times a week ready for their test on the Friday of each week. 

Another set of words the children need to be able to read and spell correctly are the com-

mon exception 

words for years 

3&4 and years 

5&6. 

 

 

 

Word classes which is a key thing the children need to know when doing anything in English:  

Nouns are names for a person, place or thing.     Verbs are ‘action’ words.  Adjectives describe nouns.   

Adverbs describe the way the verb is carried out.         Pronouns are used to avoid repeating a noun (she, he) 

Connectives are used to join two ideas. Other connectives include: but, or, so, although, therefore.  

Top tips for reading at home with your child  

 

Please encourage your child to read their AR book (and other books that they enjoy) at 

home. They can then complete their AR quiz at school and change their book. 

 

Encouraging your child to read and for you to ask the children questions about the book 

will help them with their comprehension of the book.  

 

 

 

 

Please scan the QR code for more tips! 

Maths Learning Support  

The main thing that will help and support your children at home for Maths lessons 

would be to go on to TTRS. Multiplications are the key to most things in Maths. They 

need to be able to recall timetables quickly. 

Another area to help and support the children is to learn the four operations. Again this 

will help them when we do our weekly Arithmetic papers but also when we come to these 

operations in a lot of lessons and areas within maths.  

Wider Curriculum  

We will have our first Forest School of Year 5 on the 2nd November. Please make sure 

that your child brings an appropriate change of clothes and footwear for this. 

 

Our topic this half term is ‘Beyond Earth’ 

After October half term, we will be studding World War one. 

We will be looking at what life was like in the trenches, which countries were involved in 

WW1 and why they were involved.  

In art we are going to be looking at Expression and Emotion based on Edvard Munch’s work and style.  


